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This book is highly recommended. With your college chm and phy texts handy, this book will

prepare for any MCAT chm passage in just a few weeks (the only topics I personally needed my

texts for were thermochm. and electrochm.). The 7 concise chapters with in-ch. Q's are highly

effective pedagogically and for quick review. Combined with MCAT-style, 30 min exams for each

ch., you will quickly isolate your deficiencies and improve your score most efficiently.I had an

outstanding chm professor a few years ago (department chair and text author), and I'm sure he

would endorse this book for its pedagogical quality. I endorse it for its quality as a review and MCAT

study guide. Of all the MCAT prep materials I've used so far (Kaplan, PR, NOVA, ARCO) this is the

highest quality. Recommended for all persons preparing for the MCAT.

I wasn't doing too bad in the science sections and chemistry was the rustiest of the science subjects

I had to come back to; this brought back great explanations of many of the chemistry ideas I had let

lapse. It did better than my college chemistry professor at explaining things like electronegativity and

trending on the periodic chart. I do think if I hadn't had heard all the material before the book would

have been a lot less helpful. If you think you have a well founded chemistry background this book

will catch you right up.PS I would also recommend the 1001 chemistry questions if you are



self-studying for the MCAT.

Great book, it explains in fine detail what chemisty is all about. It explains the fundamentals and

makes it easy for you to understand every aspect of it. Although, I dont like Chemistry, this book has

inspired me to learn more about. It has even pictures for those who have a pictorial memory to

describe a moles and its relation to H and sizes of all elements in the periodic table. You will know

the periodic table inside out after studying with this book. Great Inorganic Chemistry.

There is something to be said about a nice, concise book.. and then something else to be said

about something too concise.This book, in essence, is aimed at only someone who has a solid

foundation and needs a little help. I found nearly every explanation in the book to be lacking to the

point that I was googling as much as I was reading. My PS scored only raised 1 (one) point over the

course of this book, and then another 2 points using outside help at the last minute before the

test.Long story short, I would never recommend this book to anyone. As an example to the

conciseness of this book, read the section on salts. It can be kind of confusing to remember how

salts affect what they're dissolved in, and this book gives two skimpy paragraphs on it, neither of

which direct you on how to figure out the answer sufficiently.

if you want to study somewhat quickly or if you already know the material quite well, this is a good

product to purchase and use for the MCAT. However, if you are trying to learn the material over or

study thoroughly, this isn't the best product. Examkrackers is a simplified, abridged means of

studying for the MCAT, but they are good at that. As I said, if you already feel confident with the

material and are just glazing back over or if you want to study quickly for the test, this is an excellent

product.

the book is too damn concise. You are better off to get a longer book. If you don't understand

something in here you will need another resource because it does a poor job of explaining.
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